Spread across the French Capital, we beat with the pulse of the city!
Our main office is located at Saint-Germain des Prés. Our campuses extend from the 5th to the 18th arrondissement of Paris.

KEY FIGURES

30 000 undergraduate students
14 000 graduate students
7 700 postgraduate students

120 student associations
23 000 active alumni

7 850 professors & researchers
2 700 administrative & scientific staff

119 research units
9 interdisciplinary institutes

World rankings:
78rd Shanghai
32nd Leiden

5,7M€ devoted to innovative projects
5 start-ups created /year

7 850 professors & researchers
2 700 administrative & scientific staff
119 research units
9 interdisciplinary institutes

University Paris Cité
85 boulevard Saint-Germain - Paris 6ème

ENLIGHTEN THE FUTURE
Université Paris Cité is a research-intensive university. We are leaders in helping society’s transformation through global, interdisciplinary research and innovative education.

We empower our students and staff to make a positive impact in a rapidly changing world.

In the French Capital, at the crossroads of science, humanities and global health, this is a university where learning and progress serve the society.

We are the world’s campus!

AN INTERNATIONAL AGORA

Attracting talent from all over the world is one of our priorities: we count 20% of international students and more than 500 partner universities in over 100 countries.

Every year, we invite many international professors to support our research teams and strengthen our global presence.

To facilitate international collaborations, we also offer joint degrees and international dual PhD degrees.

We are determined to embrace our European future. Together with our partners in the Circle U. European alliance, we are building a university model tailored to the needs of the next generation.

This European university project is a lever for internationalisation, the promotion of collaborative research projects, and the transformation of the European higher education and research area.

It focuses around three major themes:

- Global health
- Climate
- Democracy

AN OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE THE WORLD

We promote research-led teaching and we teach students to become rounded critical thinkers. Through the highest-quality disciplinary research and interdisciplinary collaborations, our students from the undergraduate to the doctoral level will develop insights and solutions for the challenges facing the world today.

We are a research provider that contributes to the scientific leadership of France and Europe.

We are responsible for and steer our research strategy and resources in conjunction with our partners, including CNRS, INSERM and Institut Pasteur.

We offer a competitive and high-quality research environment to our teams, we support them in their projects and foster innovation based on robust disciplinary knowledge enabling agile interdisciplinarity.

A HUB OF INTERCONNECTIONS

Delivering an extraordinary student experience is at the heart of our mission. Located in the centre of Paris, we enable our students to complete their academic studies while enjoying a vibrant campus life that provides many opportunities for enriching experiences, sharing projects and values. We have an exceptional heritage that combines history, prestige and modernity.

Sports, culture, community life: our students and staff benefit from a high quality of living and a learning environment with facilities adapted to meet their needs.